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Abstract—Business process management (BPM) and serviceoriented architectures (SOA) promise the development, application, maintenance, and improvement of business processes,
i.e., service compositions, as it is done in software engineering.
However, BPM is currently more similar to an unfinished patchwork and an overall system supporting BPM is missing since it
requires a unified execution engine (a virtual machine), a common
intermediate representation, and eventually a compiler. In this
paper, we motivate the construction of such a system for BPM
and propose an approach including the mentioned sub systems.
Additionally, we show the gaps in current approaches and why
some techniques are not yet fully applicable. We encourage that
system with state-of-the-art approaches and our own ideas of
BPM, compiler construction, and artificial intelligence. Such a
system finally will encourage processes for small and mediumsized enterprises and for SOA applications.
Keywords–Business Process Management; Compiler; Intermediate Representation; Planning; Service-oriented Architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It seems that time has come for the efficient and successful application of business process management (BPM)
and service-oriented architectures (SOA). There are promising
approaches and techniques for each step of the BPM life cycle
[1], i.e., (1) requirements analysis, (2) design, (3) implementation, (4) verification and testing, and (5) ongoing improvements. However, Koehler et al. have already emphasized gaps
in the BPM life cycle (especially the missing automation of
process translations into executable processes) which hinder
companies in exploiting the benefits of BPM [2]. Therefore,
BPM is more similar to an unfinished patchwork and a unified
system seriously supporting BPM is needed.
In this paper, we argue for a compiler for business processes, i.e., service compositions. Koehler et al. have already
argued for a compiler for business IT-systems and provide
interesting approaches and ideas. Their compiler follows a topdown approach. However, the implementation of a compiler for
business processes needs both: A well-defined business process
modeling language as input and a machine that executes a process for the output. For example, the programming language
Java would not have been so successful if it had not used its
own virtual machine abstracting from the real physical design.
A virtual machine for business processes is similar to a
unified and sufficient intermediate representation (IR) (like a
bytecode for processes). Current process description languages
like the Business Process Model and Notation 2.0 (BPMN) [3]
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and Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) [4] are primarily designed for high level descriptions of business processes rather
than for technical implementations. Although we do not want
to translate abstract processes into executable ones (since there
is the need for developers supporting that transformation), a
well-defined and common technical basis for the definition of
usable constructs and expressions is needed to guarantee such
a transformation without later risking high additional effort.
As the IR is not suitable for the development of processes
in general (like machine code or Java Bytecode for programs),
it is necessary to provide a more high-level but IR-conform
processing language (like a subset of BPMN and EPCs).
Therefore, that language has to be automatically transformable
into the IR. Such a transformation can basically be done by
a compiler. The compilation process should provide powerful
tools and analyses with useful failure and diagnostic information about the process for the developer. These kinds of
information are currently undetailed and so new algorithms
have to fill the gap. Additionally, a tool can handle such
information to provide several options for (semi-) automatic
error handling. Within a dialog between the developer and the
system, the developer can choose the best fitting solution.
Although there are already approaches considering parts
of the mentioned system, little attention has been paid to
their interaction. We identified four important subsystems for a
general overall BPM system: (1) a simple and unified process
engine, i.e., a (virtual) machine, (2) a unified IR, (3) a verifying
compiler translating business processes into that IR, and (4)
an error handling which provides correction proposals being
applied to processes.
In this paper, we consider the state-of-the-art of BPM
systems (Section II) in short. We describe a system consisting
of a compiler, an IR, and a process engine with regard to
state-of-the-art approaches, solutions (Section III) and provide
own research approaches to finally enable the implementation
of such a new approach for a system. Section IV summarizes
and concludes the paper.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
There are many tools providing BPMN for BPM e.g.,
Activiti BPM Platform [5], Redhat jBPM [6], IBM WebSphere
[7], AristaFlow BPM Suite [8], and BonitaBPM [9]. These
tools allow for the development, simulation, and execution of
business processes. Furthermore, they have additional features
supporting parts of the BPM lifecycle.
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However, most of those tools use different subsets of and
(intermediate) representations for BPMN such that processes
are not interchangeable between tools without additional effort.
Considering that fact for the programming language Java for
example: It would be strange if there would be a variety of
virtual machines for Java, for each accepting a different subset
of Java bytecode instructions. Apromore [10] is an advanced
process model repository based on a common intermediate
representation (canonical representation) to handle different
process model languages. However, although the repository
benefits from that representation, common parts of process
modeling languages like exceptions, exception handling, signals, transitions, etc. are not accurately representable.
Our approach calls for the implementation of a core virtual
machine for business process modeling languages that is
extensible by additional tools. Such a core virtual machine
asks for a greatest possible subset of process elements being
accepted by the machine (the IR) and also asks for a compiler,
which constructs the IR form for current process modeling
languages (e.g., Web Services Business Process Execution
Language 2.0 (BPEL) [11], Yet Another Workflow Language
(YAWL) [12], EPCs or BPMN). The compilation process is
not always straightforward as some modeling languages (e.g.,
BPMN) only provide subsets of executable process models
(e.g., BPMN Process Execution Conformance [3] for BPMN).
Compilers for business processes are rare in existing tools.
Most of them take a process as it is and interpret it stepwise.
Sometimes, however, additional information is needed for the
execution of a process which can be derived from a compiler,
e.g., data types, soundness or reference safety. Additionally,
most business process modeling language’s output formats
are not suitable for fast and efficient analyses and compilers
therefore have to create a more compact format.
For this purpose, our approach calls for the implementation
of a compiler that transforms and analyzes a process in
an intermediate and interchangeable representation. The most
common used intermediate representations for business processes are specification conform exchange formats or BPEL.
BPEL has the great advantage to be a block-based language.
That, however, is the largest problem for simply transforming
processes of graph-based languages (like BPMN) to BPEL
[13][14]. Furthermore, BPEL was designed to orchestrate
different web services and not to directly execute tasks.
Our approach relies on an intermediate representation for
business processes. That representation should allow and outperform existing analyses for the verification of pre-defined
process properties since process validation is very expensive by
currently supported BPM tools. State-of-the-art research considers those verification mechanisms. For example, in previous
work [15], we have focused on compiler-based mechanisms
for finding deadlocks and missing synchronizations. These
techniques are so efficient that we were able to perform the
analyses after each modification of a process model and to
give detailed diagnostic information as shown by our tool
implementation [16].
Besides these compiler-based mechanisms, we argue for
semantic analyses of processes by artificial intelligence (AI)
planning methods. These methods rely on semantic descriptions of process-activities. Semantic descriptions are already
widely used in the field of service-oriented architectures
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through service description standards, like Web Service Modeling Language (WSML) [17] and Web Ontology Language
for Semantic Web Services (OWL-S) [18]. In contrast to
previous service description standards, these languages allow
the specification of requirements and impacts of a service
regarding a descriptive domain model. With such descriptions,
an AI planner is able to goal-oriented generate an ordered
set of services, which can be executed as a BPEL-like service
composition by workflow engines [19][20]. Because of the fast
growing complexity of planning problems, there are usually
assumptions of the domain models concerning time, execution, observability and influence aspects [21]. Therefore, AI
planning for workflow generation is only practical in particular
use-cases with simple workflow models. Our approach focuses
on cheaper methods for evaluating a process, which are part
of planning algorithms. Thereby, AI planning could be used
also for more comprehensive workflow descriptions and could
enhance a comprehensive semantic analysis.
III.

C OMPILER -E NGINE A RCHITECTURE
FOR B USINESS P ROCESSES
In the following, we propose a new BPM architecture.
For this purpose, we explain the overall system first and
subsequently describe each subsystem in detail.
Figure 1 gives a structural overview of the complete system. The system has two sides inspired by Amme et al. [22]: a
producer and a consumer side. The producer side is a compiler
being adaptable to each business process development tool.
It accepts an entire process in different process modeling
languages, where a specific front-end containing a parser and
a transformation exists for each language. The internal format
is an IR, which allows for the application of semantic analyses
whose output in turn can be used as input for an error handler,
a coder, and an annotator.
The consumer side consists of an engine and virtual machine, respectively. It loads a compiled process and extracts the
IR. Then, it executes the IR and performs dynamic semantic
analyses and, in the case of an error, it provides an error
handling which enables for a ”rescue” of the running process.
The interface between the producer and consumer side is a
business process repository. The producer side stores compiled
processes within that repository whereas the consumer side can
load them. Furthermore, error handling systems on both sides
utilize the same repository for their analyses.
A. Producer Side
The producer side is divided into a parser, a transformation, an IR, semantic analyses, and an error handling as well
as a coder and an annotator.
1) Parsing and Transformation: The parser’s task is to
structurally analyze and verify the entire process against its
description language, i.e., a conformance check. Afterwards,
the transformer translates that process into an IR. For this
purpose, the front-end, consisting of the parser and the transformer, depends on the process language.
Two approaches can be distinguished: (1) Defining a
mapping from one language to the other [23][24][25] or (2)
creating a parse tree (process structure tree, PST) which is
then used for a translation [26]. Both approaches have their
roots in compiler theory. However, since the PST is similar
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Figure 1. System overview containing a compiler and an engine.

to an abstract syntax tree (AST), it provides more structural
information and therefore we prefer the PST as a mapping is
still possible at a later time.
The inclusion of instructions and variables of the business
process constitutes the major problem during the parsing and
transformation. Process instructions can be translated as shown
by Amme et al. [27], using the Concurrent Static Single
Assignment Form (CSSA form) [28]. However, the creation
of CSSA form is currently only suitable for structured graphs.
Most business processes are unstructured, so we have to define
a transformation for those processes and their instructions.
2) Intermediate Representation: A common IR must cover
(almost) all constructs and instructions of currently popular
process languages. Furthermore, it must provide and support
efficient techniques for detailed semantic analyses. Currently,
Petri nets [29] and workflow graphs [30] are commonly used
to represent language-independent and analyzable processes.
Since workflow graphs have Petri net semantics but provide
more structural information, workflow graphs should be used
as they are very similar to (concurrent) control flow graphs of
compiler theory [28].
In previous work, we have defined an extended workflow
graph (eWFG) based on CSSA form [27][31]. In the next
steps, we plan to extend those eWFGs with advanced language constructs like OR-joins, events, signals, transactions,
exception handling, and roles.
3) Semantic Analyses: The task of the semantic analyser
is to verify the IR against properties and to restructure the IR,
e.g., for the encoding into a mobile format. Semantic analyses
consist of structural, context-sensitive, content-related, and
goal-oriented analyses. Structural analyses consider only the
control flow of the process without regarding instructions.
Context-sensitive and content-related analyses include those
instructions. Goal-oriented analyses require additional information from the developer in which the developer describes
the goals of the process.
Traditionally, process analyses focus on structural process
properties, e.g., soundness [29]. The soundness property guarantees the absence of deadlocks in non-deterministic processes.
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We have developed a new approach to detect such deadlocks
in conjunction with all the necessary information to repair
them [15][16]. That approach has to be extended for the IR’s
additional language constructs. Although structural analyses
consider only the control flow, they are suitable pre-processors
for advanced analyses as they reduce the solution and failure
space, c.f. SESE decomposition [32]. One has to show that it
is possible to find further structural information, e.g., nodes
with possible race conditions.
Since structural analyses can result in false-positive and
false-negative analysis results [33], the consideration of data
and instructions is essential to seriously support a process developer. However, less attention has been paid to process data and
instructions in the literature. Sidorova [33] and our previous
work [27][31] describe ways to include data in semantic
analyses. Approaches of compiler theory can improve contextsensitive and content-related analyses by deriving predicatelogic expressions, by using path-sensitive data-flow analyses
[34], by using instruction ordering techniques [35], or by using
demand-driven approaches with backward traverses [36]. Especially, (C)SSA form is predestined for state space techniques
since each variable is defined once and therefore the state space
of a variable can be directly attached to it. All those approaches
have to be reconsidered in the context of process analysis.
Goal-oriented analyses use approaches of AI planning. For
this purpose, one has to define a precise process domain
(properties which are in the focus of the process) that is used
by the developer to describe the changes in this domain and
the goal of the process. Then, the reachability of the goal can
be verified. Furthermore, analyses can make suggestions to
complete a process with respect to its goals. Our major focus
lies on the adaption of AI planning techniques for the context
of processes.
4) Error Handling: The error handler can improve the
IR process by error correction and restructuring. The results
of the semantic analyses are visualized and explained to the
process’s developer, and the error handler derives proposals
for correction which then can be applied. To this end, the
process has to be decomposed in such a way that failures can
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be corrected locally without side effects.
The application of methods for automatic correction is not
in the main line of research in BPM, resulting in only a handful
of related approaches [37][38][39]. Most approaches consider
preconditions of tasks within the process and how they can lead
to deadlocks. Automatic correction then means to introduce
weak conditions to avoid such deadlocks. Other methods derive
a more general model of the process and afterwards construct
a new process representing that model.
We follow another approach, in which the desired behavior
of the process can never be completly derived from the process
since the intention of the process is only in the mind of the
developer. In this case, error handling has to interact with
the developer to identify the best fitting solution. For this,
approaches of AI planning are considered, which use basic
rules to generate good solution proposals.
5) Coder and Annotator: If the process is correct, such that
all verifiable properties hold, the coder and annotator enrich
the IR with the results of the semantic analyses and afterwards
possibly encode it into a mobile format. Both, the annotation
of business processes as well as a mobile format, have not
been in the focus of research. We want to consider approaches
of compiler theory in which the annotation of programs (e.g.,
Java bytecode) or mobile formats are well understood. Our
mobile format SafeTSA, for example, provides approaches to
efficiently transform programs with a tree structure (AST) and
(C)SSA form [40]. As mentioned before, each process can be
represented by its PST and therefore it is possible to generate
a mobile format, similar to SafeTSA, for business processes.
In summary, we have to generate a SafeTSA conform mobile
format for business processes to encourage their exchange.
B. Business Process Repository
After the process becomes executable, has been verified
and possibly encoded into a mobile format, it can be stored
within a business process repository. Thereby, the repository
should provide features to find fitting process interaction
partners by the use of its (semantic) annotations. For this
purpose, promising proposals for methods [41][42] exist which
can be extended and applied to the development of our system.
C. Consumer Side
As most steps of the consumer side are similar to those
of the compiler, we want to only briefly discuss the engine
in the following. On the consumer side, the business process
is taken from the repository and is transformed back into the
common IR (decoder). During that transformation, the process
has to be verified once again (verificator) with the help of the
annotated information, to guarantee a flawless transfer. As the
results of the semantic analyses on the producer side have been
annotated to the IR, that can be done fast.
Subsequently, an interpreter starts executing the process,
for which Petri net-based or straight-forward (and almost sequential) approaches have been described in practice. However,
we prefer to use a virtual machine as process engine since this
approach is sufficient for Java. We imagine a main control unit
loading the process and monitoring its execution. Furthermore,
it starts a subprocess for each new control flow (e.g., after
parallel branches) such that each control flow is handled by a
seperate control unit with its own local memory, arithmetic
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logic unit, and input/ouput unit. The resulting architecture
provides full parallelism and is able to execute sub processes
on hetergenous subsystems (e.g., in a network). It can request
services and other tools to support (user) tasks. The main
control unit performs dynamic semantic analyses during the
execution of a process to find runtime errors as early as
possible. Since those analyses have full runtime information,
indications of failure situations can be detected before they
occur. A user has then the possibility to correct those failures
with the help of a runtime error handler. Both, the dynamic
semantics analyses and the runtime error handling mechanism,
are based on the process’s annotations, the analyser, and the
error handling techniques of the compiler with the advantage
of having full information about actual variable assignments.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have motivated the construction of a
compiler, a common IR, a virtual machine, and detailed failure
analyses for business process management. We have proposed
a system which allows for the compilation, storing, and execution of processes based upon its own IR. That system uses
state-of-the-art approaches and ideas from business process
management, compiler construction, and artificial intelligence.
There already exist approaches to realize such a system.
For the future, we recommend to develop and evaluate
a compiler-based development and runtime environment for
business processes without the consideration of data. Those
environments should then be extended for processes with
data. With this in mind, there are four main aspects being
sequential considered: (1) an intermediate representation based
on extended workflow graphs with regard to a virtual machine
and its execution semantics, (2) process properties with static
and dynamic analyses for their verification, (3) an error visualization, handling, and correction, and (4) process annotations
for an efficient information transfer. The major goal is to show
that such a business process management system is possible,
applicable, and efficient. We are sure that such a system is the
future of process development and will support processes for
small and medium-sized enterprises and for the development
of SOA applications.
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